Modeling kinetic data from in vitro drug metabolism enzyme experiments.
Modeling of in vitro enzyme kinetic data derived from drug metabolism experiments can greatly facilitate the drug development process because estimation of kinetic parameters can facilitate decision making regarding whether to continue development of a compound. From this information, predictions can be made regarding the "metabolic stability" of a compound and even the in vivo intrinsic clearance of the drug. Many drugs exhibit typical Michaelis-Menten-type kinetics in vitro that result in a hyperbolic kinetic profile from which Km and Vm can be readily estimated. However, it is increasingly being recognized that many drug compounds exhibit "atypical" enzyme kinetics in vitro, requiring use of more complex kinetic models for data fitting and parameter estimation. These atypical kinetic profiles may include sigmoidal kinetics (autoactivation), biphasic kinetics, substrate inhibition kinetics, and heterotropic cooperativity (activation). This article briefly summarizes the types of equations necessary to adequately model both typical and atypical kinetic profiles in order to facilitate correct estimation of the relevant kinetic parameters.